
Webinar:- Unanswered questions in modern solar astronomy
Date:- September 25, 2023

Department of Physics

Shivaji College

On September 25, 2023, at 10:00 a.m. IST, Invenio, the physics society of Shivaji College, organized an
online speaker session on the topic ‘Unanswered questions in modern solar astronomy’ with our speaker
Dr Debi Prasad Chaudhary. This Webinar was conducted via the Google Meet platform.

Fig 1:- A glimpse of the event

Many students from within the college and outside all together with teachers attended the session to get a
great learning experience and knowledge. The event went smoothly and was very knowledgeable.



Fig 2:- Speaker explaining interesting concepts about temperature and density

The session covered so many interesting concepts and facts related to modern solar astronomy . The
major topics covered in the session were :

•Modern sun temples

•paker solar probe , Aaditya L1

•Nuclear fission on sun .

•Temprature and density of sun.

•Space wheather- coronal mass ejection.

•measuring magnetic field - zeeman effect.



Fig 3:- Interaction with speaker

At last, question session was conducted students asked very interesting questions and all were answered
by our speaker very enthusiastically. In this way, the event was conducted successfully.



Fig 4:- Valedictory session

Registrations:-

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1NC7YEpMq-aPos-bgIj1MMftQMilKPNbh?usp=drive_link

Feedback cum Attendance:-

Around 100 participants attended the event (as can be seen from above pictures)

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cPiGMnfMXpOllGJ22TypzhBnT9byytfA?usp=drive_link

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1NC7YEpMq-aPos-bgIj1MMftQMilKPNbh?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cPiGMnfMXpOllGJ22TypzhBnT9byytfA?usp=drive_link


Visit to the National Physical Laboratory

Date: October 4, 2023

On October 4, 2023, the Department of Physics at Shivaji College, accompanied by 37 selected

students, had the privilege of visiting the National Physical Laboratory (NPL). The visit provided

a unique opportunity for both students and faculty to gain insight into cutting-edge research

and applications in the field of physics.

Fig 1 :- Entire group at National Physical Laboratory

Our visit commenced with a tour of the Cryogenic Liquification Plants at NPL. The guide led us

through this facility, where we had the opportunity to witness the preparation of liquid

nitrogen and liquid helium from atmospheric gases. A knowledgeable researcher explained the

intricate processes involved in producing these cryogenic liquids, emphasizing their critical

roles in various scientific and industrial applications. Additionally, several experiments involving

liquid nitrogen were conducted, showcasing its remarkable properties and practical



applications.

Fig 2 :- Students exploring physics throughout the visit at NPL

The second part of The final part of our visit exposed us to a series of small, active research

projects taking place at NPL. These projects covered a wide spectrum of topics, including

crystal growth, UV luminous materials, white light generation through blue laser headlamp

technology, nanotube-based sensitive movement tracking, and the development of a unique

material stamp for enhancing the security of passports and government-authorized

documents. Our interaction with the researchers involved in these projects was both

enlightening and inspiring, leaving us with a sense of excitement about the future of science

and technology. The visit led us to the Solar Department at NPL. Here, we encountered a

diverse range of solar panels, each serving distinct purposes. A knowledgeable researcher

enlightened us on the fascinating world of photovoltaics, discussing topics such as PN diodes,



silicon, fabrication processes, and the differences between commercial and satellite solar

panels. One of the highlights of this segment was the demonstration of ultra-pure silicon solar

panels, boasting an impressive efficiency rate of approximately 27% for converting solar

energy. We also had the opportunity to observe a standard solar panel with an efficiency of

around 22%. This demonstration emphasized the strides being made in the field of solar

energy and its potential to revolutionize the renewable energy landscape.

Fig 3 :- learning through advanced experiments and apparatus



The final part of our visit exposed us to a series of small, active research projects taking place

at NPL. These projects covered a wide spectrum of topics, including crystal growth, UV

luminous materials, white light generation through blue laser headlamp technology,

nanotube-based sensitive movement tracking, and the development of a unique material

stamp for enhancing the security of passports and government-authorized documents. Our

interaction with the researchers involved in these projects was both enlightening and inspiring,

leaving with a sense of excitement about the future of science and technology.

Fig 4 :- The visit concluded as a very learning and knowledgeable experience

Attendance Link

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LEDRvBLglZV2TRGcBhA0ypoHRdVL99uB?usp=drive_link


Movie Screening of ‘GRAVITY’

Date:-November 30,2023

Department of Physics

Shivaji College

On 30 november 2023, the physics department at shivaji college, held a film screening of ‘Gravity’
at jijabai new auditorium.

Students from physics department of all respective semester along with faculty members joined
the film sceening at 11:30. Everyone at the screening was excited about the film and had shown
great enthusiasm.

After every one sat ,the host welcomed them all with warm greetings and told us about the film
and what are its scientific perspectives.’Gravity ‘ film is a sci fi and it depicts the life without
gravity very beautifully. The movie was not only oriented towards science and technology, it
teaches life lessons as well like how positive approach really could help in dealing with any
difficult situation.

Gravity is a 2013 science fiction thriller film directed by Alfonso Cuarón, who also co-wrote,
co-edited, and produced the film. It stars Sandra Bullock and George Clooney as American
astronauts who attempt to return to Earth after the destruction of their Space Shuttle in orbit.

The Space Shuttle Explorer, commanded by veteran astronaut Matthew "Matt" Kowalski, is in Earth
orbit to service the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Dr. Ryan Stone is aboard on her first space
mission, to perform a set of hardware upgrades on the Hubble. During a spacewalk, Mission Control in
Houston warns Explorer's crew about a rapidly expanding cloud of space debris accidentally caused by
the Russians having shot down a presumed defunct spy satellite (see Kessler syndrome) and orders the
crew to return to Earth immediately. Communication with Mission Control is lost shortly after as more
communication satellites are disabled by debris. The movie follows with how the astronauts struggle to
save thier lives in such harsh enviornment with no Gravity.

At the end of the screening host concluded the program by giving us a warm speech and suggested
us to fill the feedback form . The screening gave many experiences like educational, entertaining
and learning as well.The film kept us at the edge of our seats and left us with many curiosity about
space and science .

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_fiction_film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thriller_film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfonso_Cuar%C3%B3n
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandra_Bullock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Clooney
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronaut
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_Shuttle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_Shuttle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubble_Space_Telescope
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extravehicular_activity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_C._Kraft_Jr._Mission_Control_Center
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Houston
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_debris
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kessler_syndrome


Fig1:- ‘Gravity’ movie screening poster

Fig2:- Event Introductory Speech



Fig3 :- Glimpses of the event.

Fig4:- Students enjoying movie

Attendance Link

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1NVXUJBCorZv9ffClta4FczzKUOyuO_E0?usp=drive_link


AN EDUCATIONAL VISIT TO RASHTRAPATI BHAVAN

DATE :- December 14, 2023

On 14 December 2023, The Physics Society of Shivaji College participated in an educational visit to
Rashtrapati Bhawan . Students of Physics Department of 5th semester along with some faculty members
visited the program. All the students and teachers were very excited for the visit.
After all reached the Rashtrapati Bhawan , the host there welcomed them with all warm greetings and
told us about the motive of the visit. The visit was not only oriented towards physics theories but
contained knowledge of some great upcoming programs which can help in growth of a student.
The agenda of this visit was to give knowledge about upcoming program launches and how we as a
student can contribute . As a physics student we all have a dream to work with ISRO but it's not easy
and as a student it's impossible, but now we students can also be involved in some upcoming projects.
The host told us that ISRO is organizing some upcoming projects and it's a great honour that we can all
be involved in it.

The space station moon mission:- Gateway is a vital component of the NASA-led Artemis missions to
return to the Moon and chart a path for the first human missions to Mars. The small space station will
be a multi-purpose outpost orbiting the Moon and providing essential support for lunar surface
missions, a destination for science, and serving as a staging point for further deep space exploration.
NASA is working with commercial and international partners to establish Gateway.

Aditya L1:-The Aditya-L1 mission aims to deepen our understanding of solar phenomena, including the
solar corona, photosphere, and the impact of solar winds and related radiation. The spacecraft's
instruments have been calibrated during its voyage, sending back X-ray images and particle counts,
showcasing its healthy condition.
At the end the host concluded the program with a doubt session which went very well and all the students
participated in it with great enthusiasm. The visit gave us experience of education, learning and
motivation. We are honoured that we were a part of this.

Fig 1:- Students and faculty members at Rashtrapati bhavan



Fig 2:- Everyone at Rashtrapati Bhavan Cultural Centre ( RBCC)

Fig 3:- Students and teachers attending India's Space Achievements event at RBCC.

Attendance Link

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kr_q1dv0-gPVD1D95yzl9tf1utGVoQpM/view?usp=drive_link


IIRS-ISRO Outreach Programme 

Department of Physics, Shivaji College 

University of Delhi 

Report 2023-24 

 

 

 

1. Program 1034 – “Remote sensing based data analytics in Agriculture” was conducted 

on 26 October, 2023 

Registration – 4 

Qualified Candidates – 1 

 



 

 

 



2. Program 125 – “Overview of Space Technology (Course in Hindi)” was conducted 

from September 14, 2023 to September 28, 2023 

Registration – 6 

Qualified Candidates – 2 

 

 

 



 

 

3. Program 126 – “Outreach Program on Overview of  Global  Navigation Satellite 

System.” was conducted from September 25 – October 06, 2023 

Registration – 9 

Qualified Candidates – 2 

 



 

 

 



 

4. Program 127 – “Overview of Geographical Information System.” was conducted from 

October 09- October 20, 2023 

Registration – 5 

Qualified Candidates – 1 

 

 

 



 

5. Program 128 – “Overview of Geo-computation and Geo-web services” was conducted 

from October 30 – November 03, 2023  

Registration – 6 

Qualified Candidates – 2 

 



 

 



6. Program 129 – “RS & GIS Applications in Natural Resource Management” was 

conducted from November 06- November 17, 2023  

Registration – 5 

Qualified Candidates – 4 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

7. Program 1036 – “One day workshop on Monitoring Forest Disturbances using 

Geospatial Technology” was conducted on October 4, 2023  

Registration – 2 

Qualified Candidates – Result Awaited 

 

 

 

Dr. Nidhi Tyagi 

Co-Ordinator (IIRS-ISRO Outreach Program)  



Educational Visit 

Science is a continuous journey; there is always something new and exciting to discover. In India, to 

honour the discovery of the “Raman Effect” by Indian Physicist Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman, 

on 28 February 1928, National Science Day is Celebrated. 

On 28 February 2024 Shivaji College, Department of Physics organised an educational visit to the 

Inter-University Accelerator Centre (IUAC), New Delhi under the guidance of Dr. Mamta. Inter-

University Accelerator Centre celebrated the day as the National Science Day Programme. The 

Director of IUAC Professor A.C Pandey interacted with everyone and introduced about IUAC campus 

and faculty. Then, the Chief Guest Professor K. Rama Subramaniam (IIT Mumbai) enlightened us 

with “The Maths and Astronomy of Aryabhata". Further, we were enlightened by “Different 

Dimensions of Vigyan Bharti” and we were addressed on “Indigenous Technologies for Viksit Bharat 

2047”. Then, we had a tour of IUAC laboratories, and they provided premier information about the 

Beam Transport System, Liquid Nitrogen Refrigeration Plant, Liquid Helium Refrigeration Plant under 

the Cryogenic group, High Current Injector, Free Electron Laser, Positive and negative ion beam 

facilities. Then, they provided us with the participation certificate and travel allowance.  

To sum up, our visit to IUAC on National Science Day was a journey full of Inspiration that left a 

permanent impression on each one of us. 

 

 

 



QUANTA’24

Date:-March 19,2024

The College Annual Physics Fest QUATNTA’24 , held on 19 March, marked a celebration of scientific inquiry, innovation, and
collaboration within the realm of physics. Organized by the Physics Society INVENIO . The event aimed to foster a deeper
appreciation for physics among students while providing a platform for showcasing their talents.

Event Highlights:
1.Guest Lecture:

On this occasion the Physics Department had the esteemed privilege of hosting Prof. Devki Nandan Gupta to deliver a
speaker session on PLASMA : Decoding the Hidden Reality. This lecture sparked intellectual curiosity and
encouraged students to delve deeper into the subject. The lecture was Meticulously curated to showcase his thoughts
on the topic of Plasma. During the lecture, he discussed various aspects of Plasma, providing insightful perspectives and
real-world examples. At the end of the lecture audience got allowance for asking questions . They actively participated
in the session,posing thought provoking questions and engaging in discussions with the speaker. This interaction
enriched the learning experience, allowing attendees to gain further insights and clarify any doubts they had regarding
the topic.

2. play:
Student of Physics Department presented a captivating theatrical drama titled "Homi J. Bhabha” This play paid homage
to the life and achievements of one of India's most eminent scientists, Homi Jehangir Bhabha.The cast skillfully
portrayed the characters central to Dr. Bhabha's life, including his colleagues and mentors. The lead actor's portrayal of
Dr. Bhabha captured his intellect, passion for science, and unwavering commitment to India's scientific development,
drawing the audience into his world and struggles. Through its compelling narrative and stellar performances, the play
celebrated Dr. Bhabha's legacy while inspiring future generations to pursue scientific inquiry and innovation.

3. Competitions:
(a) Kalakriti: The Poster Making Competition - Many students joined us for the competition to unleash thier potential and
creativity . Everyone thier was filled with enthusiasm and once the theme got released they painted their canvas with the same
enthusiasm and creativity.Theme for this year’s poster was Sustainable Devlopment: Digital India and participants amazingly
showcased the theme through thier posters .

(b) Quizenia : The Quiz - For this event as well many Physics enthusiast joined us for the competions.The event aimed to foster
intellectual engagement, teamwork, and friendly competition among participants while testing their knowledge across the subject
of Physics. The quiz competition followed a structured format, with rounds consisting of a mix of multiple-choice questions and
rapid-fire rounds. Each round tested participants' knowledge across a wide range of topics related to Physics, During the
competition four teams were made with two members each and every team handled the question meticulously.
At the conclusion of the event the winners of both Kalakriti and Quizenia were announced and rewarded.The certificates were
also awarded to the students of physics department who participated and volunteered for the annual physics fest.



Fig1. Prof. Devki Nandan Gupta taking lecture on plasma

Fig2 . A scence from the play on Homi J. Bhabha



Fig3. Students were awarded certificates for participation and volunteering

Fig4. Everyone posed happily after the succesful

conclusion of the event


